
  
  

Full   Photo   Shoot   –    Includes   complete   
photography   of   all   rooms   and   grounds,   
download   links   for   handcrafted   print   and   
web   resolution   images,   a   dedicated   
property   web   page,   and   a   24   hour   
turnaround   time.    $235    up   to   2800   sqft.   
  

Twilight   Photography   –    Includes   three   
to   five   exterior   photos   shot   in   the   few   
moments   following   sunset.   Twilight   
photography   is   a   great   way   to   make   a   
listing   stand   out   in   a   crowded   market.   
Add   to   Full   Photo   Shoot   -    $100 ,   A   la   
carte   -    $200   

  
Aerial   Photography   –    Add   to   Full   
Photo   Shoot   for   only    $35 .    A   la   carte   
service   to   only   deliver   aerials   photos   for   
$150 .   This   includes   aerial   photos   giving   
full   coverage   of   all   grounds   with   a   focus   
on   any   “features”.   
  
  

Cinematic   Video   –    Action   packed   
creatively   cut   to   music.   Coming   in   
around   two   to   three   minutes   these   are   a   
perfect   way   to   make   an   emotional   
connection   with   buyers.     
Add   to   Full   Photo   Shoot   for    $300 .    A   la   
carte   for    $350 .     
  
  

Matterport   360VR   Tour   –    As   close   to   
being   there   as   you   can   get   without   
leaving   your   house.    These   tours   cover   
every   aspect   of   the   entire   property   and   
can   be   customized   to   include   detailed   
descriptions   and   additional   Images.   
$200    as   an   add-on   or    $275    a   la   carte.   
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Other   Notable   Services:   
  

Floorplans   -    2D   and   3D   versions   available.    $85    for   2D,    $135    for   3D.   
Virtual   Staging   -    Turn   your   vacant   listings   into   gorgeous   showplaces    $40    per   room   
Print   Ready   Flyers   -    Several   designs   to   choose   from   delivered   to   your   inbox    $35   
  

Detailed   Pricing:   
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Regular   Shoot   (Homes   up   to   2800sqft)   $235.00  

Regular   Shoot   for   Large   Homes   (2800sqft   to   4000sqft)   $285.00  

Each   additional   1000sqft   (after   4000sqft)     Add   $50.00  

Guest   House   (up   to   1500sqft)   Add   $100.00  

Twilight   Photos   (w/   Regular   Shoot)   Add   $100.00  

Twilight   Photos   (A   la   carte)   $200.00  

Aerial   Photos   (w/   Regular   Shoot)   Add   $35.00  

Aerial   Photos    (A   la   carte)   $150.00  

Virtual   Staging   Package   (3   Staged   Images   +   Exterior)   $225.00  

Virtual   Staging   (per   image)   $40.00  

Print   Ready   Flyers   (3   designs   available)   $35.00  

Cinematic   Video   -   (w/   Regular   Shoot)   Add   $300.00  

Cinematic   Video   (A   la   carte)   $350.00  

Matterport   360   Virtual   Reality   Tour   (Homes   up   to   2800sqft)   $225.00  

Testimonial   Video   w/   B-Roll   (up   to   one   minute)   $250.00  

Zillow   360   Tours   $85.00  

Same   Day   Cancellation   $50.00  

Cancel   On-Site   $100.00  


